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1. Introduction

The amount of astronomical data available for analysis is 
growing at an ever increasing rate. These datasets are 
delivered through astronomical data archives and are typically 
analyzed by extracting a subset of the data and downloading it 
on the researcher’s machine. 
The future will pose a challenge for the continuation of this 
model due to the increase in data volumes (LSST project: 
1000s of observations of ~20 billion objects; ~10 PB) and 
changes in the nature of scientific investigations that are 
becoming increasingly important:
 Exploratory data analysis examining whole datasets
 Time-series analyses 
 Positional cross-matching of measurements from multiple 

 catalogs

2. Problem Description

The ideal astronomical data analysis tool:
 Implements efficient cross-matching
 Based on industry standards
 Provides simple but powerful astronomical API extensions
 Easy to use on premises or in the cloud

3. Methodology

Positional cross-matching of catalogs L and R:

Our Distributed Zones Algorithm consists of a data (sky) 
partitioning (bucketing) scheme based on zones:

SELECT  FROM GAIA g JOIN SDSS s∗
ON g.zone = s.zone

AND g.ra BETWEEN s.ra - e AND s.ra + e
AND distance(g.ra, g.dec, s.ra, s.dec) <=e

4. Results

Performance tests of cross-matching Gaia DR2 (1.7 bn rows), 
SDSS (0.8 bn rows) and ZTF (3.1 bn rows) catalogs in 
scenarios with file system buffers empty or full (we used Linux 
OS-level caching, not Spark caching), when returning all 
matches or just the first nearest neighbor (“NN” results):

Data Partitioning: Size of the partitioned catalogs (in GB) 
and time needed to partition the data (in minutes) 

depending on the number of zones used

Cross-matching duration (in seconds) depending on the number 
of zones and whether cold or warm OS cache was used 

for each catalog combination

5. Conclusion

The research project resulted in the system called AXS 
(Astronomy eXtensions for Spark). AXS enables scalable and 
efficient querying, cross-matching, and analysis of astronomical 
data sets. It is built on top of Apache Spark, with minimal 
extensions to the core.

Note: the second part of the theme (parameter estimation of a 
moving point source model) is still a work in progress.
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